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PREFAERICATED BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 

Clifford D. Keely, Palisades Park, N..l.; Abram A. Lebsou 
and Milton Prigoi‘r‘, executors 'of said Clifford D. Keely, 
deceased, assignors to Daniel Keely, Sussex County, 

.r. 
Filed Apr. 12, 19ti2,Ser.No. 186,925 

a ?airns. (or. s2_a2) 

My present invention relates to a prefabricated build 
ing construction, and two methods of erecting same. 
More particularly, the present invention is an improve 
ment upon the construction disclosed and claimed in my 
prior Patent 2,775,794, issued January 1, 1957, this con 
struction being characterized by being of regular polyg 
onal shape with more than four and preferably more 
than ten sides. 
One object of my invention is the provision of an im 

proved roof construction in which means are had for 
joining the lower ends of the rafters, preferably in the 
form of a circular collar tie for equalizing the load on the 
overhanging roof, whereby such load upon any one 
rafter, especially the overhanging part thereof, is dis 
tributed to the others by means of its circular beam ac 
tion. 
A further object is to provide an improved form of 

conical roof construction in which the roof is stepped, 
thereby dividing the rafter span and reducing the di 
mensions of the rafters. Intermediate supports can be 
additionally provided, when necessary. 
A still further object is to provide an improved method 

of assembly the stud pieces that support the sides of the 
building. 
A still further object is to provide an improved con 

crete pad construction for the support of the building. 
Other objects to be attained, and advantages thereof, 

will be apparent from the detailed description which 
follows, and the features of novelty will be pointed out 
in the appended claims. 

In buildings of the type of the present invention, 
wherein the roof is entirely supported by the circular 
wall, a problem is presented in satisfactorily taking care 
of stresses in the rafters occasioned by variations in the 
live roof loads, as by the accumulation of snow, or by 
people standing on the roof. In lieu of having to use 
rafters of greater size and weight, I have found that 
such load variations may be caused to be shared by the 
other rafters by means of my novel construction. In 
so carrying out this feature of my invention, I provide for 
a simple attachment of the rafters with the corresponding 
studs, as in the case of my previous patent above men 

’ tioned (but using improved means for such attachment), 
and as shown in said patent, I extend the rafters consider 
ably beyond the studs. Then I connect these portions of 
the rafters projecting beyond the studs with a continuous, 
substantially circular, substantially concentric band or 
tie beam having the requisite tensile and compressive 
strengths. In this manner, displacement of a rafter end 
which would occur by reason of the non-uniform load 
ing will be resisted by said band, and in such manner such 
load will be transmitted to adjacent rafters. While in 
my previously patented construction individual spacer 
elements were used between the rafter ends, they did not 
constitute a continuous beam, and had no continuous 
tensile strength. 
For the best understanding of my invention, reference 

may now be had to the following detailed description 
taken with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a view in elevation of an illustrative em 

bodiment; 
FIGURE 2 is a plan view thereof with parts broken 

away; 
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FIGURE 3 is an enlarged view in vertical section taken 

on line 3—3 of FIGURE 1, parts being broken away; 
FIGURE 4 is a view in isometric projection showing 

the construction of the base elements, including a rein 
forced concrete pad which is shown partly in section; 
FIGURE 5 is a view in perspective showing further 

the construction of the base elements, including especial— 
ly the means for supporting the bars which reinforce 
the concrete slab circumferentiarly to form tie-band and 
perimeter beam; 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged sectional plan view of a 

modi?cation, the section being taken on line- 6—6 of 
FIGURE 10‘; 
FIGURE 7 is a view of a detail taken on line 7-—-7 

of FIGURE 6; 
FIGURE 8 is a view in perspective showing the use 

of a removable stud ?ller block used to complete the 
form for the pouring of the concrete slab. These blocks 
are removed and replaced by wall studs during the erec~ 
tion of the building; 
FIGURE 9 is a perspective view of the key which is 

shown in place in FIGURE 7; 
FIGURE 10 is a view in vertical elevation of a fur 

ther embodiment having a stepped roof construction, 
parts being broken away; 
FIGURE 11 is a plan view thereof; 
FIGURE 12 is a view in section taken on line 12-12 

of FIGURE 11; 
FIGURE 13 is a view showing a block of special shape 

for use in attaching the rafters to the studs; 
FIGURE 14 is an enlarged detailed section taken on 

line 14l—14 of FIGURE 12; 
FIGURE 15 shows in perspective a preassembled unit 

of roof panel in grooved rafter; and 
FIGURE 16 is a perspective view showing the de 

tails of the side walls and rafters. 
It will be convenient ?rst to describe the foundation of 

my improved building, reference being had to FIGURES 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 12. The chosen site of the building is 
?rst cleared, leveled and ?rmed, whereupon a layer of 
crushed stone ltl, properly leveled, preferably two feet 
or more larger in diameter than the periphery of the 
building, is laid down. Upon this crushed stone layer 
will be assembled the concrete slab form made up of 
foundation parts 17, 18, 19, 26. Since these parts also 
serve as a base ‘for the walls, they remain in place (ex 
cept ‘stud ?ller block 18) during erection of walls, and 
become an integral part of the completed building. In 
proceeding with the erection, suitable foundation pieces, 
as for example, pieces of plywood, not shown, may be 
placed on top of the stone at each stud location of the 
building, taking care that all are substantially level. The 
foundation units for holding the walls 12 may then be 
put in place upon said plywood pieces, said foundation 
units consisting of a sill piece 17 of trapezoidal shape, 
block 18, tie piece 19, and long bolts 20. Said units 17-_ 
19 are then assembled as shown in FIG. 5 in which ad 
jacent sill pieces are separated by the stud ?ller block 18, 
and these units bolted to tie piece 19 by one of the bolts 
2d, the necessary ‘holes being provided, as shown. It will 
be noted that the shanks of the bolts 21) project inwardly 
beyond the tie pieces 19 and carry nuts 21. All bolts 
preferably carry a second nut 20a, the purpose of which 
will be apparent, although only the center bolt is so 
shown. Units comprising elements 17, 18, 19 may now 
be put in place. The bolts 24) which project beyond the 
tie pieces 19 will become embedded in the concrete slab 
subsequently to be poured, thus affording means for an 
choring the bolted structure to the concrete slab. The 
sill pieces 17 each have a top groove or rabbet 22 for 
receiving the lower edge of the panel 13. Communicating 
with groove 22 are end grooves which, upon alignment 
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with the vertical grooves in the lower end of the studs, 
enable the sills 17 to be locked thereby by means of 
keys 22b—see FIGURE 7. Filler blocks 18 which pref 
erably abut tie pieces 19 are of a cross-section the same 
size and shape as studs 14, preferably without dado 
grooves. The bolting together of the units 17-19‘ is con 
tinued until the ring is closed. 

For the purpose of counteracting the effect of frost or 
other disturbance in the ground, 'which would compel 
the concrete pad to be poured to act as a beam, especially 
the peripheral portion thereof, it is desirable suitably to 
reinforce such pad. To this end, I provide an improved 
reinforcementby means of the usual reinforcing steel 
bars. In the disposition of these, I have found it ad 
vantageous to suspend one or a pair of such bars (which 
may be bent into circular form of the'desircd size) by 
means of straps 24, FIGURE 5, of easily deformable 
metal, as for example, aluminum, which are retained in 
place by having a central hole, not shown, to accomodate 
a bolt 20, one strap being preferably provided for each 
unit 17-19, as shown. The ends of straps 24 may be 
bent over the bars now referred to as 25, 26, as best 
seen in FIGURES 3 and 5. Then the concrete pad is 
poured within the ring formed by the sill pieces 17 to a 
height which is ?ush with, or slightly higher than the tops 
of the sill pieces 17, as shown in FIGURES 3 and 12. 
Before pouring the concrete slab, it is desirable to insert 
?ller strips 220 FIGURE 8, into the said grooves 22 in 
the sill pieces 17, which strips extend slightly above the 
top surface of the sill pieces. Thereby the said grooves 
22 will not catch the concrete, and the tops of the sill 
pieces will be protected during the screeding operation. 
After the concrete has been poured, and before the wall 
panels 13 are inserted in said grooves 22, the strips 220 
are removed. 

Since the forces tending to break or crack the concrete 
pad are greatest in the peripheral region, I have found 
that a saving in expense may be had by forming the con 
crete slab with an integral depending, reinforcing ?ange, 
as best seen in FIGURE 12 the same constituting a so 
called grade beam. Here an annular depression 28 is 
?rst formed in the stone ?ll 10, after 1which the concrete 
is poured to form a pad or slab 29. Preferably embedded 
in the slab 29 is a steel reinforcing mat 30 of the approxi 
mate size of the slab. In this construction the reinforc 
ing bars 25, 26 of FIGURE 12 may be treated some 
what di?’erently. As shown, upper bar 26 may be sup 
ported by its own strap 24a next to the sill piece 17, 
whereas the lower bar 26 may be supported from the end 
of bolt 20 by means of strap 24b (secured thereto by be 
ing disposed between two nuts 28a, 28b), which extends 
downwardly into the concrete ?ange 28. 
For the purpose of constituting a vapor barrier, a 

layer of polyethylene or asphalt impregenated paper or 
the like 28c may be laid over the layer of crushed stone, 
FIGURES 3 and 12. Also a layer of insulating material 
28d surrounding the stone ?ll 10beneath the building it 
self, and preferably outwardly inclined, may be employed 
when climatic conditions require it or make it desirable. 

After the concrete pad or slab 29 is formed, the blocks 
' 18 are removed by ?rst unscrewing and removing the bolts 
‘ 20 which hold them in place, the person erecting the 
building is now ready to assemble the studs 14, keys 22b, 
and the side panels 13. Thereby the advantages are had 
that the assembly of the studs 14 and the panels 13 is 
facilitated, 'while providing a greater amount of free space 
during the time that the foundation is being put together 
and the concrete pad is poured. It will be noted that the 
nuts threaded upon the middle bolts 20 will have been 
retained in the concrete pad following the removal of 
such bolts, so that when the studs 14 are substituted for 
the blocks 18, the same bolts may be screwed home 
through the same nuts that held them originally. By 

v having the end nut 20a left originally with the bolt not 
quite penetrating to the end thereof, an additional tighten 
ing of the bolt may then be had, if necessary. 
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When the studs 14 are inserted in the space previously 

occupied by the blocks 18, they are then preferably, in 
effect, locked in place by the insertion of keys 22b, FIG 
URE 7, which engage both the grooves in the studs 14 
and the end groove of the sill piece 17, as shown in FIG 
URE 7. _ 

As will be apparent from FIGURE 5, the width and 
preferably the thickness of the blocks 18 are the same 
as the studs 14. Of course various types of panels may be 
erected, as required, as will be noted from FIGURE 
10 showing window panels 33, door panel 34, etc. 
FIGURE 3 shows the construction of a typical ‘window 

panel comprised of a shortened panel member proper 13', 
window sill 36, window frame 37 for holding a ?xed pane 
of glass 37', lintel or window header 38, panel section 
39 disposed in a groove in said lintel. Panel section 
39 extends upwardly for a distance short of the roof to 
accommodate a panel header or spanner member 40 hav 
ing groove 41 which contains the upper edge of the panel 
section 39 and maken a close ?t therewith. The parts are 
formed so as normally to leave a space 42 at the top of 
the groove of header 40. When the roof—to be described 
—has been put in place, the erector by tapping the ex 
posed edge of the header 40, causes it to move upwardly 
to make close contact with the adjacent roof panel, where 
upon he secures it in place by means of two screws 43. 
In this manner, any slight accumulated erros, principally 
due to normal allowable building tolerances, in the heights 
of the several pieces, are compensated for by the above 
mentioned space 42, without the necessity of having to 
alter the dimension of any one piece. It is similarly ad 
vantageous to use the grooved header piece 40 for the 
full length panel, as seen in FIGURE 12. It will be un 
derstood that similarly, provision may be made for other 
types of windows as desired, including those of the jal 
ousie type, as shown in FIGURE 10. 
The walls of the building having been thus erected, the 

‘roof may now be formed. As in my prior patent, the 
roof may be formed of rafters 44 of the approximate 
cross-section of normal studs 14. For the purpose of 
securing the rafters to the studs, I preferably employ a tie 
block casting or gusset 45, FIGURES 12 and 13, con 
veniently of cast iron and of the same width as that of 
the stud face, and with the top face of the same angle to 
the vertical as that of the rafter. It further has two 
threaded holes 46, 47, FIGURE 13, to accommodate 
bolts 48, 49 respectively, the former passing through the 
stud 14, and the latter through the rafter 44. The blocks 
45 also are useful during the construction of the building, 
since they assist in supporting the rafters to be held in 
place with a minimum need for shoring. Blocks 45 
also have a hole 50 to accommodate the taut-drawn cable 
51 extending around the periphery of the building to 
enable the building walls to resist forces exerted by the 
roof in an outward direction, particularly until the co 
operating facia collar tie-band is attached to the rafter 
ends, as will be hereinafter apparent. 
The assembly of the rafters 44 is accompanied by 

that of the roof ‘P2111615 53. Desirably each dado grooved 
rafter 44 is ?rst vjoined to a roof panel 53, as shown in 
FIGURE 15 (dado groove 4412). In the assembly of 
said elements, the upper ends of the rafters 44 are joined 
to circular collar or channel 56, FIGURE 3, and are 
attached thereto by means of screws 57, the lower ends 
of the rafters resting upon the lower ?ange of the channel. 
The circular opening created by the collar 56 may be 
roofed over in any suitable way, as by means of a cover 
60 of plywood or the like. The cover 60 is fastened to 
the channel 56 with screws or other suitable means, and 
may be provided with a tiltable hinged panel 61, FIG 
URE 12, for ventilation. 
A collar 65 may be disposed around the cover 60 

l a short distance beyond the same, as seen in FIGURES 
3 and '12, to constitute an ornamental fascia therefor. 
It may be secured to the rafters 44 by means of angles 
66. 
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As previously set forth, the rafters 44 overhang the 
studs 14 in such a manner as to have the ends of the 
rafters lie in a circle, such circle preferably being con~ 
centric with the polygonal slabs 27 or 29 formed by the 
walls of the building. 
As above set forth, it is a feature of my invention that 

such rafter ends are joined together as by band 71 which 
is connected thereto by long coarse threaded screws 72, 
such band being of a material, as for example, wood, 
which has the requisite tensile and compressive strength 
so that variations in load borne by one rafter or a group 
of rafters, ‘are transmitted to other rafters adjacent 
thereto. Furthermore, such band 71 adds to the overall 
strength of the building by acting as a further circum 
ferential tie in common with the cable 51. The coned roof 
could be utilized for other uses such as a car port or patio 
canopy, and would then be supported at this perimeter 
tie-band beam by pipe or wood columns at proper inter 
vals. In such instances this tie-band would preferably 
be cold formed steel channel sections properly joined 
to form the circular perimeter. Also sectional gutter 
pieces 71a may be secured with an inner circular wall 
71b [forming a gutter for accumulation of water to be 
drained by leaders 710, one of which is shown in FIGURE 
12. This is preferable at least for the doorway areas. 
The joints may, if desired, be provided with locking 
strips 71d as shown in FIGURE 14. 
When the diameter of the building exceeds twenty feet, 

rather than increase the rafter size beyond that required 
for the building shown in FIGS. 1 to 3, for example, I 
have found it desirable to create a stepped roof in the 
form of concentric overlapping truncated cones as seen 
in FIGURES 10, 11 and 12, wherein two such cones are 
employed. As shown, particularly in FIGURES l0 
and 12, upper rafters 4:4’ constituting an inner set, which 
may be of the same cross~section as rafters 44, are sup 
ported at their inner ends by means of the usual collar 
or steel channel 56', being attached thereto by means 
of screw 57'. Then, for the purpose of supporting the 
outer or lower ends of said rafters, a channel 73 beam is 
provided, and when and if structurally necessary, is sup 
ported by columns 74, see FIGURE 11. In the united 
conical frustra dead and live ‘loads throw materials in 
compression due to their arched relationship which elimi 
nates need for column supports to a certain extent, de 
pending on rafter sizes and dimensions. Various means 
may be employed for joining the rafter 44’ with the 
channel 73. As shown, rafter ‘44 is notched at 74 to 
accommodate the top ?ange of channel 73, and the depth 
of said rafter reduced from the location of said notch 
to the outer end thereof. It may be held in place by 
means of a screw 75 joining the rafter 44’ to the upper 
flange of the channel 73. To seal the air space between 
channel 73, rafters 44' and the roof panels, a seal 73a 
is provided. 
Lower rafters 77 constituting an outer set extend from 

channel 73 to beyond the studs 14, being joined thereto 
in the same manner as already described in connection 
with FIGURES 1, 2 and 3. It will be noted that as 
shown in FIGURE 11, the rafters of said lower set are 
substantially equally spaced .from one another and are 
approximately double the number of the rafters of the 
upper set. 

Reference has already been had to the feature pro 
viding for equalizing of the roof load in the embodiment 
of FIGURES 1-3. In order likewise to provide for this 
contingency in the embodiment now being described, 
similar band 78 is provided of similar material serving 
a similar function, and secured to each rafter end by 
means of a screw 80‘. For covering the space bound by 
the ring 56’, the same cover 60 may be employed. For 
the purpose of ventilation, a half moon section 81 in 
said cover may be hinged as shown in FIGURE 12. 

If desired, a circular shelf-like member 81a may be 
secured to ring 73, the same affording support for the 
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?anged collar 82 which serves as a shield for indirect 
electric lighting (electric light 83) . 

It will be obvious that both the roof and the wall con 
struction as above described lend themselves to usual 
double wall construction practices with insulation, ?ll or 
blanket types in the air spaces between the exterior panels 
and inside dry wall boards, applied to the inside faces of 
the studs and rafters. 

It may be remarked that the circular construction 
shown provides for an advantageous arrangement of liv 
ing space, including the disposition of rooms around the 
center rotunda. ‘It is well known that the circular con 
struction provides a greater amount of space-—in the 
neighborhood of 30%—for the same wall area than 
would be the case with the usual four-sided building. 

While certain preferred embodiments of the invention 
have been illustrated and described in detail, it is to be 
understood that changes may be made therein and the 
invention practiced in other forms without departing from 
the spirit of the invention or the scope of the appended 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a building construction of equilateral polygonal 

form having more than four sides, the side walls of said 
construction comprising 

vertically disposed studs, 
wall panels, and means for joining the side edges there 

of to said studs, 
a generally conical roof having radially extending raft 

ers, 
roof panels between said rafters and joined thereto, said 

rafters corresponding in number and in location to 
said studs, said means permitting deflection of the 
rafter ends in response to variation in roof load, 

means for securing the upper ends of said studs to 
corresponding of said rafters, said rafters project 
ing beyond the studs to which they are connected for 
a substantial distance thereby constituting said raft 
ers as levers with their fulcrums at the union thereof 
with the studs, and 

a substantially circular, substantially concentric, con 
tinuous band possessing substantial tensile and com 
pressive strength, joined to the projecting portions 
of said rafters at points substantially removed from 
the points of union of the rafters and studs, where 
by variations in roof load with resulting displace 
ments of the projecting rafter ends are transmitted 
by said band to the other of said rafters, said band 
further acting as a circumferential tie to impart 
strength to the entire building. 

2. The building construction according to claim 1 in 
which said circular band abuts the ends of said rafters. 

3. In a building construction of equilateral polygonal 
form having more than four sides, the side walls of said 
construction comprising 

wall panels, 
studs separating adjacent of said panels with means 

for joining said panels to said studs, 
a foundation for said construction comprising 
sill pieces of uniform size and uniform trapezoidal 

shape adapted to receive the lower ends of said 
panels, 

tie pieces connecting middle portions of adjacent sill 
pieces and bridging said studs, the so-connected sill 
pieces thereby forming a ring, 

a concrete slab poured in the area within the ring 
formed by said sill pieces, 

securing bolts extending in a general horizontal di 
rection through said sill pieces and for an appreciable 
distance into said concrete, and 

means secured to said bolts and depending therefrom 
and holding in place one or more circumferential 
concrete reinforcing peripherally disposed rods so 
positioned as to reinforce said concrete. 

4. In a building construction of equilateral polygonal 
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form having more than four sides,'the side walls of said 
construction comprising 

vertically extending wall panels separated and secured 
by . 

vertically extending studs, 
a foundation of like polygonal form comprising 
a set of sill pieces of trapezoidal form adapted to re 

ceive the lower ends of said panels, one for each side 
of the polygon with their long bases outward, ad 
jacent ends of said sill pieces being spaced by and 
joined to said vertically extending studs, 

tie pieces connecting middle portions of adjacent sill 
pieces and bridging said studs, the so-connected sill 
pieces thereby forming a ring, 

tie pieces connecting intermediate portions of adjacent 
sill pieces and bridging said studs, and 

means securing said tie pieces to said sill pieces and 
to said studs. 

5. The building construction according to claim 4 in 
cluding blocks whose-cross ‘section is the same as that 
of said studs, said blocks being placed between adja 
cent ends of the seal pieces, the seal pieces, blocks 
and tie pieces thus forming a ring within which a con 
crete pad may be poured, said blocks being removable 
after said pad has been formed, thus permitting the studs 
to be inserted in the places previously occupied by said 
blocks. 

6. The building construction accord-ing to claim 4 in 
which said securing means extend inwardly from said tie 
members, and 

a concrete pad poured so as to be contained within the 
completed ring formed by the union of said sill pieces 
and tie pieces, and of a substantial thickness to en 
gage said inwardly extending securing means. 

7. In a building construction of equilateral polygonal 
form having more than four sides, the side walls of said 
construction comprising 

vertically disposed studs, 
wall panels, and means for joining the side edges there 

of to said studs, 
a generally conical roof having radially extending raft 

ers, 
roof panels between said rafters and joined thereto, said 
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rafters corresponding in number and in location to 
said studs, 

means for securing the upper ends of said studs to 
corresponding of said rafters, said rafters project 
ing a substantial distance beyond the studs to which 
they are connected, said rafters being divided into 
an inner and outer set with the inner set extending 
from the proximity of the center of said conical 
roof to points intermediate the overall length of 
the roof, and the outer set extending adjacent said 
points to the outer roof periphery but so as to have 
said sets overlap vertically with the outer ends of 
the inner set above the inner ends of the outer set, 
and 

, a horizontally disposed circular beam serving to sup 
port said rafter sets at the region of their overlap. 

8. The construction according to claim 7 in which the 
inner ends of the outer rafters abut said circular beam 
and the outer ends of the inner rafters extend beyond said 
beam and are positively connected thereto. 

9. The construction according to claim 7 in which the 
rafters of said outer set are substantially equally spaced 
from one another and are approximately double the num 
ber of the rafters of said inner set. 
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